Motivation: The interactions between microbial colonies through chemical signaling are not well understood. A microbial colony can use different molecules to inhibit or accelerate the growth of other colonies. A better understanding of the molecules involved in these interactions could lead to advancements in health and medicine. Imaging mass spectrometry (IMS) applied to co-cultured microbial communities aims to capture the spatial characteristics of the colonies' molecular fingerprints. These data are high-dimensional and require computational analysis methods to interpret. Results: Here, we present a dictionary learning method that deconvolves spectra of different molecules from IMS data. We call this method MOLecular Dictionary Learning (MOLDL). Unlike standard dictionary learning methods which assume Gaussian-distributed data, our method uses the Poisson distribution to capture the count nature of the mass spectrometry data. Also, our method incorporates universally applicable information on common ion types of molecules in MALDI mass spectrometry. This greatly reduces model parameterization and increases deconvolution accuracy by eliminating spurious solutions. Moreover, our method leverages the spatial nature of IMS data by assuming that nearby locations share similar abundances, thus avoiding overfitting to noise. Tests on simulated datasets show that this method has good performance in recovering molecule dictionaries. We also tested our method on real data measured on a microbial community composed of two species. We confirmed through follow-up validation experiments that our method recovered true and complete signatures of molecules. These results indicate that our method can discover molecules in IMS data reliably, and hence can help advance the study of interaction of microbial colonies.
Introduction

Background
Microbial metabolites have been of great importance as a source of clinically relevant bioactive compounds. One microbial colony may secrete different metabolites, or alter the quantity of certain metabolites when encountering other colonies. Understanding the effects of co-culturing may provide a means to manipulate metabolite production. However, few studies have investigated how changes in microbial community composition shape metabolite production by its members (Hoefler et al., 2012; Watrous et al., 2012) . One technology useful for such investigations is matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight (MALDI-TOF) imaging mass spectrometry (IMS), or MALDI-IMS. MALDI-IMS has been successfully applied to a variety of biological systems over the last decade. It is a promising tool because it can be used on a wide array of sample types. In addition, it has ability to provide information about spatial distribution of molecular species abundances (Alexandrov, 2012) . However, the molecular species and their abundances are not directly measured. Rather, they are reflected in ion counts across over 10 4 À 10 5 mass-charge ratios. Each molecular species may contribute to multiple mass-charge ratio measurements and different molecular species may contribute to the same measurement. An ability to uncover the molecular species and their abundances from these mass spectra would make MALID-IMS especially useful in unraveling the mechanisms of interactions in microbial communities. Due to the complexity of these data, direct inspection is not practicable. Thus, it is natural to resort to statistical methods to obtain succinct summaries of MALDI-IMS data.
Computational and statistical methods for MALDI-IMS analysis have been proposed (Alexandrov, 2012; Jones et al., 2012; Kobarg et al., 2013; Trede et al., 2012) . These methods can be divided into several groups depending on their focus. One group of methods applies supervised learning, focusing on finding important features (biomarkers) in the data for purposes of phenotype classification. Such approaches include use of symbolic discriminant analysis (Lemaire et al., 2007) , Support Vector Machine (Groseclose et al., 2008) , genetic algorithms (Cazares et al., 2009) , elastic net (Hong and Zhang, 2010) and aNN (Rauser et al., 2010) . Another group of methods focuses on segmentation of IMS data with unsupervised clustering of spectra (Alexandrov et al., 2013a,b) .
Our work, in contrast, belongs to a group of methods focusing on concise data representation. Previous methods in this group used principal component analysis (PCA) (Leendert et al., 2007; Plas et al., 2007) , independent components analysis (ICA), non-negative matrix factorization (NNMF) (Siy et al., 2008) and probabilistic latent semantic analysis (pLSA) (Hanselmann et al., 2008) . All of these methods showed good results in decomposing IMS signals into the components of biological interest. PCA and ICA use negative values in the decomposition; negative values do not have a natural interpretation as components of the mass spectrum or abundances of molecular species. On the other hand, NNMF and pLSA produce non-negative components. Nevertheless, NNMF uses alternating least squares aimed at continuous values to decompose a count data matrix. This approach lacks a generative model and thus its output, while non-negative, is still not easily interpreted. Finally, pLSA has a generative model for the data, allowing for a simple interpretation, but its application has been focused only on modeling an anatomical area in tissues or other biological meaningful unit that corresponds to a composition of a large array of different compounds. For example, the pLSA implemented in Bruker's software (ClinProTools 3.0) was used in analyzing a tumor dataset in MALDI-IMS (Hanselmann et al., 2008; Sö ren-Oliver and and Klaus Meyer, 2015) . The report showed that the method can recover signature spectra of cell types from the data. However, identification of cell types can be accomplished using few discriminative spectra. Hence, this approach is not suitable for fine-grained analysis of the whole repertoire of microbial metabolites.
In this article, we model IMS data in terms of molecular signatures and abundances of these molecules. By decomposing mass spectra into contributions from different molecular species, we can infer directly both novel molecules and their abundances. To accomplish this, we propose a Dictionary Learning method, drawing on work in machine learning (Balasubramanian et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2006; Maurer et al., 2013; Mehta and Gray, 2013; Olshausen and Field, 1997) . We deem this method Molecular Dictionary Learning (MOLDL).
The key contributions of our work are outlined next. We introduce the first generative model of IMS data. This model takes into account the count nature of the data, background information on the ionization types and the spatial organization of the data. Recovery of abundances and spectra of molecular species can be seen as probabilistic inference in our model. For this purpose, we derived and implemented an efficient bi-convex optimization algorithm. Crucially, our method does not require users to specify the number of the molecular species in the sample, as this number is uncovered automatically. We conducted computational experiments to demonstrate performance of this method on both synthetic and real datasets.
Notation and terminology
We will assume that each spectrum is of length s, and we assume w Â h such spectra are arranged on a grid of width w and height h. We will use y i;j to denote spectrum measured at location i, j on the grid, and Y to denote all of those spectra. Note that Y is a tensor of size s Â w Â h: To denote measurement of ion counts of i th mass/ charge (m/z) in spectrum y, we will write y i : We will call each location on the grid a grid cell.
We will refer to molecules with the same molecular weight and ionization preferences as a molecular species (note that different molecules can appear indistinguishable to a measurement technology such as mass spectrometry and contribute to the same molecular species). A measured spectrum can be seen as a linear combination of spectra of different molecular species. We will organize spectra of molecular species into a matrix D, referred to as a dictionary, with each column of D being a single molecular species' spectrum.
We will assume that dictionary has s columns, hence s different dictionary spectra. Hence, we will have a capacity to model as many different molecular species as there are different mass-charge ratios. However, this is simply an upper bound on the number of molecular species. We will denote the k th spectrum in the dictionary with d k .
Hence, the i th charge of the k th dictionary element will be a scalar d i;k , an entry in the i th row and k th column. To differentiate between spectra in a dictionary and spectra in actual experimental data, we will refer to spectra in the dictionary as dictionary elements.
We will refer to level of contributions from different dictionary elements as abundances and denote them using w. A vector of abundances w will be of length s, since we can use at most s dictionary elements. In addition because each position i, j on the grid has its own set of abundances, we will use W, a tensor of size s Â w Â h, to denote the set of all abundances on a grid, and w i;j to denote an abundance vector belonging to a location i, j. For each location i, j, there is a offset w 0 added in the linear combination of predictors. Therefore W 0 is a matrix of size w Â h to denote the set of all offsets on a grid. We will use 1 to denote a vector of all 1s.
Methods
In order to explain our model, we will incrementally approach the full model by first introducing dictionary construction in Section 2.1, followed by the space independent model in Section 2.2, culminating in space dependent model in Section 2.3. We show that both space-dependent and space-independent models give rise to biconvex objectives. We then provide an algorithm that can fit both models in Section 2.5. We must emphasize here that the inputs of this algorithm are only the IMS-data Y and a dictionary pattern that is based on MALDI mechanism and is independent of data. Molecular species number that is an input of many dimension reduction algorithm is learned automatically by our algorithm. 
Since an m/z value may come from any of the six ion types listed in the table (in the positive mode), a dictionary element associated with a particular M þ H ion has six candidate non-zero entries corresponding to these peaks (the same idea applies to the negative mode). For a given molecular species, a dictionary element is allowed to have non-zero entries only corresponding to putative peaks arising due to different ionization types. More precisely, the only non-zero entries will be D dsþ0:5ppme;dsþqþ0:5ppme ; q 2 s þ D (0.5 ppm accounts for the measurement error of 60.5 ppm Da m/z). If the m/z values we infer do not appear in our data, we discard these values (peaks). We call these non-zero entries in a dictionary a dictionary pattern. Importantly, this pattern only determines the sparsity of the dictionary; all putative non-zeros in the dictionary are still treated as parameters that have to be learned. Consequently, if the data show no support for a particular molecular species giving rise to an ion type, the corresponding entry in the dictionary will be zero. An illustration of such a dictionary and its relationship to theoretical data is shown in Figure 1a .
A dictionary pattern is constructed based on the prior knowledge of MALDI-IMS, which is shown in Table 1 . Using this pattern greatly reduces the problem complexity. For a dataset containing n m/z values, without any dictionary patterns, a general assumption of it would be that every m/z value could come from one molecular species, and every molecular species could gathering any of the m/z values. This assumption leads to a dictionary of dimension Oðn 2 Þ.
In contrast, using dictionary pattern, we know one molecular species with molecular weight M only generates the ion types listed in the Table 1 , so the number of parameters in a dictionary reduces to O(cn), where c is the number of ion types. Therefore, dictionary patterns reduce the chance for overfitting, the number of local minima, and the running time. We demonstrate the utility of using a dictionary pattern in a synthetic experiment.
Space independent model with poisson noise
In our space independent model, we assume that spectra in neighboring locations on the grid are independent from each other. Furthermore, once we determine the abundances, w, of different dictionary elements, different entries of spectrum y will be independent from each other. This is a typical independence assumption used in dictionary models. Due to the type of the data collected (i.e. nonnegative counts rather than continuous values), we model the data in each y k as Poisson distributed. Hence, we have
We note a difference here in comparison to the standard Poisson regression. Loosely, the Poisson regression can be seen as modeling log counts. However, we assume that the contributions of ions with particular m/z from two different compounds add up rather than multiply to yield the measured counts. Hence, in the generalized linear model view, we use an identity link function rather than a logarithm.
We note here that D k;: is a row of matrix D, and hence not the same as d k which is a column. This row reflects a proportion of each molecular species ions that have k th m/z ratio.
Even though the dictionary could have a large number of potential molecular species, only a subset of ions have non-negligible counts across all grid cells. Moreover, even smaller set of them are measured in any one grid cell. Hence, given our assumption of dictionary structure described in Section 2.1, only a subset of dictionary Table 1 . The common ion types and their mass (the row of this table is sorted by their m/z, and all m/z s listed here are rounded to the second decimal points) for positive and negative mode Fig. 1 . The dictionary learning framework for deconvolving molecular signatures from MALDI-IMS data. (a) Our probabilistic model of IMS data utilizes a dictionary, D, to represent peaks associated with molecular species. Each column of the dictionary corresponds to a potential molecular species. A sparsity pattern in a column reflects prior knowledge of possible ion types. (b) For our space independent model, we assume abundances of most molecular species are zero as we do not expect to see every molecular species present in the sample. A linear combination of molecular species in the dictionary, according to their abundances w, gives rise to observed counts, y. (c) In massspec imaging data, spectra are measured on a grid covering the biological sample of interest. In the illustration, orange and green areas correspond to two microbial populations. The grid areas covering the same population are expected to have similar abundances of molecular species. Our space dependent model captures this homogeneity expectation by assuming that abundances in nearby locations on grid are frequently similar elements will be used: those that can produce ions with non-negligible counts. In order to encode this kind of sparsity assumptions, we introduce an ' 1 penalty or, equivalently, a Laplace prior, on molecular species abundances. Similarly, we do not assume a priori that each molecular species will generate each of its putative ion types and hence place a similar penalty on dictionary entries as well. This additional penalty is only meaningful for the entries we deemed candidate non-zeros, the rest are by definition zero. Hence, we have
This model is illustrated in Figure 1b .
Space dependent model with fusion penalty
It is natural to assume that MALDI-IMS measurements taken at nearby locations will have very similar abundances of molecular species. For an illustration see Figure 1c . One way to introduce this assumption in the model is to penalize differences in parameters at neighboring locations. In particular, one such penalty is
This sum of squares penalty promotes shrinkage of the differences of abundances between nearest neighbors. Penalties on the parameter differences are referred to fusion penalties. Here, we employ ' 2 2 , or a sum-of-squares penalty, on the differences. Hence, the penalized objective for the space dependent model is
This model is illustrated in Figure 1c . MOLDL optimizes the function FLP by optimizing W given D and optimizing D given W alternatingly. The details of these two algorithms and the details of choosing hyperparameters are shown in the Supplementary data. term is a convex function jd k;m j. As a sum of convex function, the function FLP is convex for a fixed W; W 0 . Hence, the function FLP is biconvex in abundances and dictionary. h
Biconvexity of space dependent model's objective
The statement of biconvexity holds even for h ¼ 0 so fitting the space independent model is also a biconvex optimization problem. 
Algorithm
Results
We ran our method on three synthetic datasets to show its performance. MOLDL was then applied to two real datasets and evaluated based on its ability to recover dictionary elements corresponding to known molecular species in the sample.
Synthetic data results
We present three synthetic experiments with different purposes. Because the ground truth dictionaries of these experiments are known, we quantify performance of our and other's methods in terms of dictionary recovery. Here, we use an entry-by-entry comparison and cross-dictionary coherence as indices of the recovery. If a dictionary size is small, we can compare the ground truth dictionary and the dictionary learned by computational methods entry-byentry. If the dictionary size is large, we use cosine similarity to compute agreement between pairs of dictionary elements. For a ground truth dictionary element d m , and a learned dictionary elementd m , we will refer to a pair of dictionary elements with the same index as matched. : Hence, given two dictionaries, D, andD we can compute a cosine similarity matrix c i;j ¼ cosðd i ;d j Þ. We note that cosine similarity matrix between a non-negative dictionary and itself may not be a diagonal matrix.
A reconstructed dictionary might contain the same elements as the ground truth dictionary, but in a different order. To obtain optimal matching between elements of dictionaries, we run the Hungarian algorithm (Kuhn, 1955) on the negative of the cosine similarity matrix. This ordering has the benefit of maximizing overall cosine similarity between matched dictionary elements.
3.2 Synthetic experiment 1: the advantage of using a dictionary pattern A dictionary pattern can help recover the dictionary more accurately by reducing the chance of learning false positive entries in the dictionary. To show this statement is true, we compared the recovered dictionaries from our method with and without a dictionary pattern. In the first synthetic experiment, we made a ground truth dictionary that has the dictionary pattern ½1 1 0; 0 1 1; 1 0 0. One means entries have values and zero means entries do not have values. As defined, a dictionary pattern only decides the sparsity of the dictionary; therefore, the values of these non-zero entries are still undecided. To make the simulation simpler, we set the values of each entries to be the same. And because the constraint on a dictionary element is to have its L2-square value equal to one, the values of the ground truth dictionary entries were ½0:707 0:707 0; 0 0:707 0:707; 1 0 0 (0:707 2 þ 0:707 2 % 1). This dictionary has three molecular species, with the first two elements have at most two possible values that are non-zeros, and the third element has at most one possible value. The values of W were generated by taking absolute values of the sample from a normal distribution (l ¼ 0; r ¼ 10). The sample size (width times height) is 20 Â 20; the W is a tensor of the size 3 Â 20 Â 20.
The result in Figure 2 shows that the dictionary learning without the pattern learned one false positive value in entries 6 (the yellow bars) and two false negative values in entries 3 and 5. Also, using the pattern makes it easier for the algorithm to converge: MOLDL with the pattern took 11 iterations to converge, while without the pattern it took 21 iterations. Our argument is that even if the ground truth dictionary is simple and the sample size is relatively large considering the variables to be learned, it is still possible that dictionary learning recovers a dictionary with false entries. Hence using the dictionary patterns improves both speed and accuracy of the method.
Synthetic experiment 2: deconvolution of molecular species
In the second synthetic experiment, we addressed a situation where multiple molecules contribute to the same peak in the spectra and their abundances are diffused across the sample in 2D space, and we compared the results of different computational methods in this situation. In this experiment, we set a ground truth dictionary as a three-by-three matrix, with the first, second, third column being ½0:89; 0:45; 0; ½0; 0:89; 0:45; ½0:89; 0; 0:45, respectively. Thus each of the three molecular species shares peaks with the other two. A ground truth abundances were generated as follows: a location on the grid for a particular molecular species was chosen and diffusion of its abundance was performed. The diffusion was emulated using a mean filtering kernel of size 3 Â 3 iterated 10 times. This is to simulate the real case of microbial secretion that would lead the abundances of nearby locations to be similar. The ground truth abundance is a 3 Â 20 Â 20 tensor. The computational methods we compared our method to are NNMF and pLSA, and we set the variable numbers (molecular species number) for all methods to 3.
The result is shown in Figure 3 . Our method (MOLDL, the lightblue bars) decomposed dictionary elements correctly. Both NNMF (the yellow bars) and pLSA (the red bars) were unable to recover dictionary elements correctly in this simulation. Note that in this experiment there is no sparsity penalty on either abundances or dictionary.
Synthetic experiment 3: dictionary recovery evaluation
In the third synthetic experiment, we simulated a larger dataset using a ground truth dictionary with 38 m/z values and 20 molecular species. To simulate the dictionary pattern used in the real data, we generated this dictionary pattern by extracting part of the pattern from the pattern generated in Section 2.1. We extracted the first 20 dictionary elements; there are 38 different values for their respective m/z values. To simulate the real case that not all locations (sample grids) contain all molecular species, we made W in some locations zero, so different molecular species existed in different locations of the synthetic sample. The ground truth abundance is a 20 Â 30 Â 30 tensor. We generated ground truth W according to the method used in synthetic experiment 2. For ground truth D, while we assume that non-zero pattern is known, the values of actual entries in the dictionaries need to be learned. In our experiments, we generated those by taking the absolute value of the sample from a normal Fig. 3 . The entry-by-entry comparison of the ground truth dictionary (the dark-blue bars) and the learned dictionaries from our method (MOLDL, the light-blue bars), NNMF (the yellow bars), and pLSA (the red bars). Ground truth dictionary consists of three elements and nine entries. The entries are sorted in descend order of the intensity in the ground truth dictionary as in Figure 2 distribution. The computational methods we compared are NNMF and pLSA. All hyperparameters in MOLDL were learned by heldout validation mentioned in the Supplementary data. MOLDL learned the molecular number automatically by the hyperparameter k. We set both NNMF and pLSA's molecular number to 20. This comparison result is shown in the Supplementary data.
To make pLSA and NNMF more comparable to our algorithm, we added sparsity constraints on pLSA (sparse-pLSA) and NNMF (sparse-NNMF) according to the algorithms of Li and Ngom (2013) and Liu et al. (2010) . We used ' 1 regularization on abundances in both algorithms.
In the Figure 4 , we compared the learned dictionaries from each method to the ground truth dictionary. First, learned dictionary elements were matched by the Hungarian algorithm, then we computed the cosine similarity for all element pairs from the learned dictionary and the ground truth dictionary. We divided these similarities into a matched dictionary elements group and a mismatched dictionary element group and computed a histogram with bin size equal to 100 for both groups. This histogram was then normalized because the number of true dictionary elements and the number of false ones were different. We also show in Figure 4A the comparison of the ground truth dictionary to itself as a reference.
As we see in Figure 4A all true dictionary elements have a cosine similarity of 1, the maximum value. In Figure 4A , some mismatched dictionary elements have high cosine similarity because these elements are very similar. These give rise to the bars with small heights in Figure 4A because the abundances of them are few. In Figure 4B and C, the comparisons of the results of sparse-NNMF and sparse-pLSA are shown. For sparse-NNMF and sparse-pLSA $20% of the matched dictionary elements' cosine similarities lie in the bin of 1, and the cosine similarities, as a whole, lie in a broad range, from 0.2 to 1. However, there are also $10% of the matched dictionary elements' cosine similarities that lie in the bin of 0.4 in both algorithms and 10% of the matched dictionary elements' cosine similarities that lie in the bin of 0.2 in sparse-NNMF. In contrast, MOLDL performed better: there are $95% of the matched dictionary elements' cosine similarities larger then 0.5 and 80% of their cosine similarities larger then 0.8 (shown in Fig. 4D ). One matched dictionary elements' cosine similarity is low (0.3) because this element is similar to other elements in this synthetic experiment. So the contributions of this element to the signals are learned as the contributions come from the other elements. In MOLDL, there are 5% of the matched dictionary elements that have their cosine similarities below 0.5; while using sparse-NNMF and sparse-pLSA methods there are 47%.
In terms of the mismatched dictionary elements, their distribution in MOLDL is similar to that of the ground truth dictionary (Fig. 4A) . In contrast, there are some mismatched dictionary elements with large cosine similarities in sparse-NNMF and sparsepLSA. This synthetic experiment shows the performance of sparse-NNMF and sparse-pLSA is more vulnerable to noise while MOLDL offers more robust performance.
Real data results
Strains and Media Preparation. Bacillus cereus ATCC14579 and Bacillus subtilis NCIB 3610 were resuspended into Luria Broth from growth on agar plates, and resuspended to an OD 600 of 0.5 One ll of these cell suspensions were then spotted onto 10 ml agar plates (0.1X Luria Broth, Lennox: 10 g tryptone, 5 g yeast extract, 5 g NaCl and 15 g Bacto-agar per L). Four bacterial spots (two of each bacterial species) were put onto the agar plates in a line, with the two spots of the same species next to each other at a 1 cm distance, and the spots of the different bacterial species 0.5 cm away from each other. Colonies were grown at 30 C for 12 or 40 hr before being harvested for MALDI-TOF imaging. MALDI-IMS Sample Preparation. Agar-grown microbial samples were prepared for MALDI as described in Yang et al. (2012) . Briefly, rectangular regions of agar containing the bacterial co-cultures and the distal control colonies were excised from the agar plate, placed onto a MALDI-TOF ground steel target plate (Bruker part no. 224990) and covered with Universal MALDI matrix (Sigma, Fluka 50149) using a 53 lm stainless steel sieve (Hogentogler & Co, part 1312). After matrix application, the sample was dried overnight at 37 C. Excess matrix was physically removed to clean the plate, and a peptide calibration standard was spotted onto it (Bruker part no. 206195, Pepmix4). MALDI-IMS Experiment Protocol. After mass calibration using the Pepmix standard, samples were imaged using a MALDI-TOF mass spectrometer (Microflex LRF, Bruker) with a Microscout ion source (Nitrogen UV laser, k ¼ 337 nm) in both linear positive and linear negative mode. FlexControl and FlexImaging software (Bruker) was used for image acquisition with 80 shots averaged from each pixel of 400 to 800 lm across across an m/z of 0 to 5000 Da.
Preprocessing of the Raw Data. The raw data was preprocessed by first converting the Bruker file into the mzML format with msconvert (Chambers et al., 2012) . We emphasize here that there was no preprocessing done by manufacturer's software in this step. Then the mzML format was processed with the R package for MALDI-MS data processing (Gibb and Strimmer, 2012) , and the peak picking was done with another R package (Du et al., 2006) . The data here is still count data because the peak picking algorithm is choosing a subset of m/z channels and there are no values changes in the input data. For a grid cell without a particular peak, we extracted the value from the original spectrum data, so there is no zero-inflation. In order to cope with the measurement error, we binned the peaks and chose the maximum value in a bin to represent that bin. This resulted in a tensor (data cube) of size 496 Â 38 Â 59 for positive mode data, and of size 88 Â 38 Â 60 for negative mode data. Further details on the preprocessing are given in the Supplementary data.
MOLDL on the Real Data. We constructed the dictionary patterns in both modes according to Section 2.1, except we chose a subset of the elements that had supports in the preprocessed data. We also removed elements that have unreasonable composition in terms of ion types, e.g. an element with just one ion form [M þ 2Na-H] was removed. This results in a dictionary pattern of size 88 Â 108 in the negative mode and of size 496 Â 753 in the positive mode. We initialized the dictionary with NNMF and initialized W; W 0 to zero. Previous research on the microbe B. subtilis (Hoefler et al., 2012; Watrous et al., 2012) showed that it produces the molecule surfactin, and that surfactin is visible in MALDI-IMS data. Surfactin is a bacterial cyclic lipopeptide whose molecular weight is 1008.3 (corresponding to C13 type, Hoefler et al., 2012) . Surfactin molecules include a hydrophobic acyl chain of varied length with C13, C14, C15 forms predominant (Atsushi et al., 1969; Bonmatin et al., 1994) . Hence, we expect to see different forms of surfactin in our samples as previous studies have shown (Hoefler et al., 2012; Watrous et al., 2012) . To prove that we could captured all the peaks associated with a particular form of surfactin in a single dictionary element, experiments with purified surfactin were done using both positive and negative mode.
Note that the purified surfactin consists of different isoforms of surfactins. Though these forms are all called surfactin due to their similar chemical structures, they are considered different in our modeling because different bacterial strains may secrete different composition of isoforms. As our goal is to decompose the secreted compounds under different bacterial strains' interactions, different isoforms of surfactin should be modeled as different compounds. To distinguish between different forms of surfactin, we called surfactin with C13, C14 and C15 acyl chain surfactin-C13, surfactin-C14 and surfactin-C15.
To make a comparison between the computational methods on real datasets (in both positive and negative ionization modes), we applied the same preprocessing steps to the surfactin MALDI data as we used on MALDI-IMS data. We identified each m/z signal in surfactin-C13, surfactin-C14 and surfactin-C15 isoforms for each of the different ion types shown in Table 1 . We then normalized the m/ z signals in the spectra as we normalized the dictionary elements in our method. We compared the purified surfactin dictionary signatures and their counterparts from MOLDL, sparse-pLSA and sparse-NNMF. To find the matched elements in sparse-NNMF and sparse-pLSA, we used the Hungarian algorithm mentioned before to find the element that has the largest cosine similarity to the surfactin dictionary element. In MOLDL, since every element's construction is based on the ion types, one can deduce the underlying molecular weight giving rise to these ion types. For the matched elements, we first removed the entries with intensities lower then 1% as we deemed them as noise. Then we kept the five largest-intensity entries in the elements. We aggregated all these entries of the elements for different isoforms of surfactin and the different computational methods. Surfactin-C14 and surfactin-C15 are shown in Figures 5 and 6 , respectively. Among the surfactin forms, these molecules have the most complex ion types. Hence, these molecules provide best illustration of the power of our method.
In both experiments, compared with the other methods, the output of MOLDL had the largest cosine similarity with the purified surfactin spectra. In the negative mode, MOLDL learned a dictionary element consisting of only two entries, thus capturing all the peaks of surfactin-C14 (true positive) without introducing any false positives. Moreover, compared with the other computational methods, the relative intensities of the true positive entries from MOLDL has the smallest ' 1 distance from those from purified surfactin. On the other hand, sparse-NNMF and sparse-pLSA captured the signal of m/z 1021.3, but with lower relative intensity. Moreover, they were almost unable to capture the signal of m/z 1057.5. Therefore, in terms of recovery of the molecular signatures in this experiments, MOLDL performed better than other methods both quantitatively and qualitatively. Both sparse-NNMF and sparse-pLSA, although they were made more robust through the use of the ' 1 penalty, are still very sensitive to noise. The entries they learned are more likely to be spurious because their m/z differences do not correspond to well-known ion types. We emphasize here that by using the dictionary patterns composed of possible ion types and sparsitiy regularization, MOLDL not only reduces the false positive significantly compared with other methods, but also that the signals that might appear as false positives may indeed be real ions with a biochemical hypothesis behind them. In the positive mode, MOLDL, sparse-NNMF and sparse-pLSA all learned four true positives. But sparse-NNMF and sparse-pLSA also learned four false positives. In terms of false positives, MOLDL performed better than other methods. Also the relative intensities of the true positive entries from MOLDL has the smallest ' 1 distance from those from purified surfaction compared to the other computational methods. The results for other surfactin molecules are shown in the Supplementary data. In these cases, MOLDL performed better then sparse-NNMF and sparse-pLSA by having less false positive signal, and by recovering more accurate relative intensities of the dictionary element entries.
Note that the relative intensities of some entries in the dictionary element are less accurate. One reason might be due to poor initialization such that MOLDL took more iterations to converge. The second reason might be we did not consider isotopic surfactin molecules: they are one or two molecular weight difference and always appear together in the same sample (Pathak and Keharia, 2014) . When considering different forms of surfactins, the ion type of an isotopic surfactin variant might have similar molecular weight of the ion type of another form of surfactin. For example, if a isotopic surfactin-C14 has the molecular weight 1024, it has a signal in 1047.29 m/z ([M þ Na]) that is within the error range of the m/z value of ion type [M þ K] of surfactin-C13. As we did not group the signal of isotopic surfactin-C14 into a dictionary element, it is possible that it was included in another element that made the deconvolution of signals inaccurate. The third reason might be the modeling of MALDI-IMS data is not accurate, due to distributional assumptions such as Gaussian or Poisson noise. One possible distribution choice that might lead to better results is negativebinomial. Compared with pLSA and NNMF, the framework of dictionary learning makes it easier to incorporate distributions other then the Gaussian distribution into the modeling of MALDI-IMS data, allowing this to be tested easily in future iterations of the method.
In the results section, we compared all the state-of-the-art computational methods of deconvolving MALDI-IMS data on synthetic examples and real datasets. MOLDL performed better then other methods both in true positive and true negative rate. It can learn the most complete molecular signature of a molecular species. Also, based on the dictionary pattern used, MOLDL can learn the signatures corresponding to molecules based on biochemical knowledge, which other methods cannot. Third, with the framework of dictionary learning, MOLDL is extensible to other distributions. Our future work will be based on this framework to improve learning the relative intensities in the dictionary elements more accurately.
